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WHY A FESTIVAL?

The idea of a Festival transpired from conversations held amongst a number of
residents within the Town and surrounding villages. Many felt that whilst there was a
great deal of community interest in arts and crafts of all genres, there was a distinct
lack of opportunities for individual associations to share their skills with a wider local
audience.

Our first attempt to address the situation was the launch of a Summer Season of
Arts events in and around the town using various local venues to showcase local
artistic talent.

The popularity of that first event in 2019 prompted many on the committee to
suggest bringing a similar array of creative skills together in just one location over
one summer weekend.

By concentrating the event in one arena we could include a much wider group of
arts-orientated disciplines to include arts, crafts, music, drama etc.

Including professional artists in the stage line-up would allow us to uniquely provide
all participants with the same high level performance support.

In addition to unveiling local artistic skills to a wider public, probably for the first time,
we also wanted our choice of venue to fit that same ‘air of discovery’. Layston Court
Gardens, despite being located in the centre of our town, was still relatively unknown
by many residents.

Layston Court Gardens, Buntingford
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PLANNING

The idea of an arts festival in Buntingford was conceived in 2019 for a 2020 event,
which had to be cancelled due to Covid and resurrected again in 2021 for a
three-day Festival in 2022.  At the outset, permission was sought from East Herts
Council (who own the gardens) and Buntingford Town Council (who manage the
gardens).

Almost all the sponsors secured in 2019/20 agreed to leave their donations with the
Festival and all the contractors and entertainers already booked agreed to hold
prices at the 2020 rates.  The Festival Committee, made up of 17 local residents with
an age range of 19 – 80, initially met monthly from September 2021.  Each
committee member took on an area of responsibility and by Christmas we had the
outline of the Festival in place. It is important to recognise that none of the
Committee had ever worked on such an event. We all learnt new skills, learned how
to work together as a team, celebrate the successes and together solve all the
difficulties we encountered on the way. Additional public and private sponsorship
funds were obtained during the spring.   Without all our sponsors Summer Arts In
Buntingford could never have happened and we remain enormously grateful for all
donations large and small.

Local communication was key and local businesses, High Street retailers and
Buntingford residents were all kept informed of progress throughout using our
website and social media.

The gardens themselves provided a real challenge with no direct road access.
Essentially, everything would need to be carried in manually, providing restrictions,
for instance, on the type of catering businesses.  The contractors, entertainers and
stall holders were full of praise for the level of organisation, and we only received
one complaint from a resident in one of the unloading/loading locations.

The Festival required a detailed Event Management Plan which was approved by
East Herts Safety Advisory Group and subsequently issued the appropriate TEN
(Temporary Event Notice) licence.  The Committee worked closely with the local
police and fire officers to ensure full safety.
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The final weeks were manic for the team as we all realised that the success of the
festival lay in the detailed planning.  Tickets went on sale via our website, the High
Street and at various “pop-up” stalls in the town and in surrounding villages.

Over 70 volunteers answer the call to come and help with the Festival.  They made
all the difference not only to the setting up and dismantling of the Festival but also on
the days of the Festival itself.  Whether it was litter picking or checking toilet rolls in
the portable toilets, nothing was too much effort and their “can do “attitude inspired
us all.

Thanks also go to the nearby residents who helped us by allowing cars to be parked
in their driveways and unloading to take place in their yards.
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FESTIVAL DETAILS

CRAFT STALLHOLDERS AND GAZEBOS

Through networking at various events, we approached a wide range of arts and
crafts people to come and join us at the Festival.  We organised two large tents and
were able to offer space to around 22 crafts people on gazebos in the gardens for
those crafts people who needed more space.  Feedback from the crafters was
extremely positive and many have already stated that they will return again

“Never had so much help getting my stuff to my stall at any other event. I
understand this is because of the location and access issues but it was so helpful.”

“There was the perfect amount of information at the perfect time before the event.”
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CATERING

Streats

With no direct road access into the gardens, finding appropriate caterers was
challenging.  In the end a wide variety of caterers were signed up with some
changeover each day to ensure that the offerings were refreshed for those visiting
the Festival on consecutive days. Alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks were provided
by three vendors under the Festival’s TEN licence.

From one of the catering vendors:

“If someone had told me that this was an event which had been organised and taking
place many times previously - I’d not question it for a second! It felt like it had been
organised with previous experience throughout!”

“Great planning - from the structure of the festival programme with some amazing
acts, good choice of vendors, professional security and just generally the full
package.”

Treats from the Kitchen
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BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Three successful finalists performed far better live than on their original audition
video clips and the event was a resounding success. Both parents and band
members had nothing but praise and thanks for the opportunity. The runners up were
gracious and cheered the winning band. They are keen to enter next time.

The Battle of the Bands was promoted to over 270 schools across Hertfordshire,
Bedfordshire and Cambridge, through local newspapers, East Herts Radio, Radio
Neptune, on FB, Instagram, Nextdoor, our website, local What’s On, posters and
flyers in Buntingford, to local scouts and guides and word of mouth and additional
emails and phone calls to schools. Three bands performed at the auditions held in
Seth Ward Community Centre, with individual prizes being awarded. The winning
band  - “Fused” from Bushey – not only received a two day recording prize in a
professional studio but also opened the Festival.

An extra bonus was the opportunity to play at Standon Calling thanks to Alex
Trenchard who was one of the judges and a sponsor of our Festival.

Letter quote from Fused mum:
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Hi, I'm Toby's mum from Fused band….. I also wanted to say thank you to you all for
making the boys feel so special. From the first time we met you all at the competition
final, through to this weekend. They really were welcomed, and you all looked after
them so well. It means so much. They felt like rock stars for the day! We all had such
a great time at both events.

Then to find that they are playing at Standon Calling... all I can say is there was very
little sleep that night between them all! They are busy writing another song and can't
believe that they have been given an opportunity beyond their wildest dreams! It
really is a once in a lifetime experience and they (and all the parents) are so grateful
to you all. We'd love to stay in touch! I can't thank you enough!

Fused
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ENTERTAINMENT

Edwinstree School Choir

The plan for the entertainment schedule over the two days and three nights was to
feature local artists, schools, local organisations and clubs during the day and to find
professional bands to play at the three ticketed performances in the evenings.  The
team worked hard to ensure a variety of entertainment – from clog dancing to jazz;
from comedy to choirs – who performed during the day with three very different
programmes for the evening.

On stage entertainment began with a Pilates class followed by a full day’s
entertainment which celebrated our local clubs and organisations.  For many of
these groups it was the first time they had been able to perform in public since the
outbreak of Covid in 2020.

Buntingford School of Dance
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TJ

The Essential Jersey Boys

Hannah Sanders and Ben Savage

Swiftbeats
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Hertfordshire Holly

All the professional bands were very well received and the variety of acts helped
encourage pre-event ticket sales.  The local acts were able to benefit from the
professional sound equipment installed and produced wonderful performances,
giving a great sense of community to the whole event.

“Excellent information regarding set-up and arrival times etc and working out best
how to play our music”

“The volunteers and the helpers/staff were fantastic.  Everything from their service to
helping us unload/load back into our cars to providing us food and generally being
lovely and helpful.  Fantastic team!”

“Showcasing our students’ talent and allowing them to experience a broader range of
audience than parents.”

The crowds grew in the gardens and many who had come to watch perhaps just one
act stayed on but at no point were the gardens near their capacity of 499 people.
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CHILDREN’S AREA

The Committee were very keen to provide a family atmosphere at the Festival,
particularly during the day. A Children’s Area with a dedicated programme of
activities was created for the two days for children aged between 2 and 10 years.

We were lucky enough to have a Committee member who is trained to work with
children and she was an instant success. Her talents, combined with the help of a
number of local artists and the local Library meant that the events were always fully
attended and many families spending a number of hours at the Festival rather than
just a fleeting visit.
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AND FINALLY… FEEDBACK FROM THE PUBLIC

‘’Thank you so much to all involved in this fantastic event!’’

‘’It was brilliant- can’t wait for next event?!’’

‘’It was so well organised, and the volunteers were fantastic. As a stall holder, I have
never received so much help with set up and take down as well as feeling welcome
and checked on during the day to see if we were happy. You guys couldn't do
enough for us. Hands down the best event ever. Great music, great food, great
atmosphere and I got to sing as well!! Thanks to all involved xx’’

‘’It was a truly wonderful weekend. Thank you to everyone involved for your hard
work. We hope to see it back again in the not-too-distant future! X’’

“All the committee, the volunteers who worked so hard over the weekend lugging
traders stuff back and forth.”

“You were all amazing, it felt like the Buntingford community coming back together
again in the heart of the historic High Street.”
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APPENDICES

Grants

Buntingford Civic Society

Buntingford Memorial Fund

Buntingford Town Council

Cllr Jeff Jones, funded from his Locality Budget

East Herts Council

Sponsors

Advanced Laptop Solutions

AK Comms

Anonymous (1)

Anonymous (2)

Attend2Health

Autofix

Baby Bond Ultrasound

Beauty By Kathryn

Bonney's Boutique

Buntingford Community Choir

Chris Dellar Properties

Dandara

Detour 2 Menswear

Direct Carpets & Flooring

 European Cars

EwePack

First Class Business Solutions

GP Nunn Autos

HDPrint

Hunter's Estate Agents

Ignite Recruitment

J. Oliver Radley Opticians

J Price

Jonathan Hunt Estates Agents

Keith Ian Estate Agents

Liberro Vape Shop

Lock Stock & More

Mark Doels Butchers

Melodies Music Education

Morvend

Music Bunker

Replenish and Reuse

Riverside Taxis

S. J. Tokely

Sharpe Print

Sir-Ink-A Lot Tattoos

Sound Technology

Stagestruck Ltd

Standon Calling

T&C Services

The Practice Roomz

The Room Hairdressing

The Tile Shop

The Wine Bar

Travel Stop

Wheatley Homes
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Credits

All photography copyright Nora Gale Photography except:

Volunteer photo p15

Committee photo p45 provided by Danielle Rainert
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